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FROM THE EDITOR
Engagement, Innovation, Impact, and Value in Business Law & Ethics Education
Business law and ethics faculty set high standards for themselves and strive to excel and to serve. Impact and
value of our work are of utmost importance. After recent changes, the AACSB accreditation standards require
and reward proven impact of business faculty work. No longer can faculty produce work only to “check some
boxes”; one must document the value, use, and application of the work. By nature of the discipline, business
law faculty’s scholarship, teaching, and service have always added value to the business and legal worlds.
Academia is now catching up to the business law and ethics model and practices.
The AACSB 2013 Eligibility Procedures and Accreditation Standards for Business Accreditation (revised July
1, 2018) mentions the word “impact” 104 times. The concept is the subject of the preamble, two standards,
and Appendix I. This Appendix, entitled “Examples of Impact Metrics in Support of Documentation,” lists 71
examples illustrating impact of academic activity in eight categories. Clearly, AACSB leadership believes in the
sharing, application, and real-world use of faculty work.
The Journal of Business Law & Ethics Pedagogy provides an additional opportunity for faculty to publish their
work and ideas, as well as to be involved in engagement, to share innovation, and to show impact. The
Academy of Legal Studies in Business is filled with accomplished teachers who have developed and utilized
innovative teaching methods and concepts that should be shared with all. Additionally, many members
research and share through publication of pedagogical topics in business law and ethics. To further
engagement, sharing of innovation, and impact of that work, this particular online publication outlet is
available to any who have an internet connection.
Four excellent articles are featured in this issue. First, Director Cara Biasucci and Professor Robert
Prentice offer a study of the use of behavioral ethics in ethics education. They graciously share information on
a host of resources offered by the Ethics Unwrapped Educational Program at no charge, as well as application
ideas for those resources. Next, Professor Nanci Carr shares her approach to applying the Five Gears for
Activating Learning to decision-making regarding use of technology in course design. This approach is
innovative and helpful for learner-focused educators to analyze new technologies, and to resist the
temptations and pressures to implement new technologies if they do not enhance learning. Following this,
Professor Marc Lampe presents his classroom exercise to prepare our business law students for the realities
of the adversarial legal system in both their professional and personal lives. The focus is on both law and
ethics, so the exercise can be used in a variety of classes and situations, and the content is extremely valuable
information for future business professionals. Lastly, Professor George Siedel advocates for the inclusion of
negotiation training in business law and ethics courses, sharing his time-tested exercise in great detail.
Negotiation skills are very valuable for students as they move into the business profession.
This journal exists only because of exemplary submissions by our valued authors, as well as due to a very
devoted editorial board and an enthusiastic and hard-working group of reviewers. We hope you enjoy the
fruits of our labor and are benefited greatly by this issue’s offerings.
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Improve Student Success with Classroom Technology
Use by Applying the Five Gears for Activating Learning
Nanci K. Carr*

ABSTRACT
In the age of over three million apps available in multiple app stores, and with more added every day, we often
reach to technology to assist us with everything from creating our grocery lists to paying our bills. Similarly,
we look to technology to improve the classroom experience for both teachers and students. However, we need
to be careful to use the right tool for the job, rather than finding a job for the tool. So, how do we do that? By
focusing our courses with the Five Gears for Activating Learning, we can integrate technology tools only if they
assist in supporting student success and achieving student learning outcomes.

KEY WORDS: LEARNER-CENTERED INSTRUCTION, CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY, MOTIVATING STUDENTS

I. Introduction
Have you ever wandered through the kitchen gadget aisle of a superstore, enticed by the new copper square
pan? We stand there, gazing at the shiny pan, trying to figure out what we could do with it to justify its
purchase. Do we need a square pan? How have we survived this long without a square pan? We try to figure
out a job for the new tool that we are convinced that we need. It would be better, though, if we already had a
job for which we needed to find a tool, so that once purchased, we would actually use it, rather than tossing it
in a drawer with other tools purchased without a defined purpose. It would be more effective to find the right
tool for the job, not the job for the tool. So, too, is the challenge with technology. As of March 2018, there were
over three million digital applications (“apps”) available in branded app stores.1 More apps are added every
day, and it seems that with our increasing demand and consumption, so, too, grows the supply, all designed to
meet the needs of our ever-expanding dependence on the new-and-improved apps and tech tools. Most often,
when we reach for a cool new tech toy or one of those well-used three-million-apps,2 it is because, in one way
or another, the technology does help us with our busy lives.3 From generating grocery lists4 to paying bills,5
*

Assistant Professor, Department of Business Law, California State University, Northridge.

1
Number of Apps Available in Leading App Stores as of First Quarter 2018, STATISTA, https://www.statista.com/statistics/276623/number-ofapps-available-in-leading-app-stores/https://www.statista.com/statistics/ (last visited July 31, 2018).
2

Id.

3

For example, the first rough draft of this paper was dictated with voice recognition software, then the cloud and cellular service where the author
used it to translate the voice to text that was typed into Pages, a word processing app. See Pages, APPLE, http://www.apple.com/pages/ (last visited
Sep. 17, 2017). The Pages document was uploaded through the cloud to Dropbox. See DROPBOX https://www.dropbox.com (last visited Dec. 31,
2017), where it could be saved, edited, and shared.
4
See, e.g., SHOPPING LIST 2017 – GROCERY LIST, https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/shopping-list-free/id449457690?ls =1&mt=8 (last visited Sep.
17, 2017) (explaining that “Shopping List – is [an] easy to use visual checklist for Your weekly shoppings.”).
5
See, e.g., QUICKEN, https://www.quicken.com (last visited Sep. 17, 2017). (“From staying on top of spending to managing your investments,
Quicken helps you take complete control of your finances.”)
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technology has undoubtedly encouraged and enabled us to improve our efficiency and arguably, the quality of
our lives, when we use those tools to do everyday jobs.
It is along this vein then that we propose technology can improve an educational experience, whether
face-to-face, hybrid, or online, for both teachers and students, by using the tech tools to assist with our
teaching and learning “jobs.” Typically, when we speak of using technology in the classroom, we think of tech
tools like laptops, tablets, and smart phones. We can expand that to include all of the tech applications that
help us to create content or increase interaction with our students, such as a flashcard application6 or a
Learning Management System (“LMS”).7 We often think that the millennials we teach will benefit from the
proper use of technology.8 After all, “[they have] never known a non-digital world—one without smart devices
and the internet….”.9 It is important to note though, that just as we have experienced in our personal lives, the
fact that we can use technology does not necessarily mean that we should, and more does not always equal
better. Most of us have struggled to use a complex app when a pen and paper would have been faster and
easier.
As we consider the addition of technology in the classroom, it is a good idea to have a plan for how to
most effectively incorporate it into the course design. Similar to shopping for kitchen gadgets, the most
effective approach is to look for the right tool (technology or app) for the job (student learning objective or
SLO), rather than finding a job to justify using the tool. One such plan is using the Five Gears for Activating
Learning10 as a guide, which is based on How Learning Works, a book discussing the brain science of how
learning happens.11 Using the Five Gears will help to remind us to integrate technology tools only if they assist
in supporting student success and achieving student learning outcomes.12 The Five Gears are a functional, daily
compass with which instructors can consistently and measurably facilitate ongoing student engagement for a
learner-centered, rather than content-centered, approach to learning.13
On the pages that follow, we will unpack each of the Five Gears, one at a time. Within each gear, we
will first explore ways to use the gear as a lens to view the design of a course, and then discuss the
incorporation of technology.

6
See, e.g., CRAM, http://www.cram.com/flashcards/business-206-business-law-6958160 (last visited Sep. 17, 2017). (“Cram is your number one
online educational resource. We have a wide selection of flashcards for you to study, memorize, test yourself on, and more.”)
7
See, e.g., CANVAS, https://www.canvaslms.com (last visited Sep. 17, 2017). (“Canvas is the trusted, open-source learning management system
(LMS) that’s revolutionizing the way we educate.”)
8

See Bob Little, Learning the Millennial Way, MINDTOOLS CORPORATE (Oct. 31, 2014), https://www.mindtools.com/blog/corporate/learning-themillennial-way/ .
9

B. Denise Hawkins, Here Comes Generation Z. What Makes Them Tick? NEATODAY (July 13, 2015), http://neatoday.org/2015/07/13/herecomes-generation-z-what-makes-them-tick/.
10
In Fall 2012, California State University, Northridge formed the Teaching Learning Group to work on a project initiated by Dr. Cynthia
Desrochers (College of Education and former Director of the CSU Institute for Teaching & Learning) to develop a shared language for talking
about how learning happens. See Five Gears: The Teaching Learning Group at CSUN, CSUN, http://www.csun.edu/undergraduatestudies/cielo/five-gears (last visited Mar. 26, 2017). The Five Gears for Activating Learning was born from that project. Many thanks to Dr.
Desrochers and Dr. Matthew d’Alessio for facilitating the Five Gears 2014-2015 Faculty Learning Community in which the author participated.
11
SUSAN A. AMBROSE, MICHAEL W. BRIDGES, MICHELE DIPIETRO, MARSHA C. LOVETT & MARIE K. NORMAN, HOW LEARNING WORKS: SEVEN
RESEARCH-BASED PRINCIPLES FOR SMART TEACHING (Jossey-Bass, 1st ed. 2010).
12
For sample General Education SLOs, see http://catalog.csun.edu/general-education/student-learning-outcomes/ (last visited Mar. 26, 2017).
(Life Long Learning Overall Goal: Students will develop cognitive, physical and affective skills that will allow them to become more integrated
and well-rounded individuals within various physical, social, cultural, and technological environments and communities. Life Long Learning GE
SLO #1: Students will identify and actively engage in behaviors conducive to individual health, well-being, or development, and understand the
value of maintaining these behaviors throughout their lifespan. Life Long Learning GE SLO #2: Students will identify and apply strategies leading
to health, well-being, or development for community members of diverse populations.). See also Nazarian College of Business SLOs,
http://www.csun.edu/busecon/mission-vision-and-goals (last visited Mar. 26, 2017.), (SLOs: (a) Have strong problem-solving and critical thinking
skills, including the application of information technology, (b) understand ethics and social responsibility, (c) understand the global context of
modern business, (d) understand the cross-functional nature of business problems, (e) understand and can apply key business concepts, and (f) can
work effectively in teams.).
13
L. Dee Fink, Integrated Course Design, IDEA PAPER #42 (The IDEA Center, Manhattan, KS) March 2005 https://assessment.gwu.edu/sites/
assessment.gwu.edu/files/downloads/Fink_Idea_Paper_42.pdf.
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II. What are the Five Gears?
The Five Gears act as guideposts along the planning scope for courses. While they can be used by any
instructor and for any course, the focus here will be on business law courses. The gears are:
(1) Motivating Learning
(2) Organizing Knowledge
(3) Connecting Prior Knowledge
(4) Practice and Feedback
(5) Mastery14
The Five Gears are represented as flat, integrated gears.15 Each gear has grooves that are deep enough to
suggest that when the system of all the gears is running, each of the individual gears will interlock with one
another. In this visual representation of a system of whirring gears, a concept map for course-design and
instruction arises. They represent the ease with which new content is delivered, and how the course itself is
structured, in daily, weekly, and extended pacing. The image of the Five Gears acts as a metaphor for the
interconnectedness of units, concepts, or data that nearly all impassioned teachers crave, and acts as a guide
for integrating technology in a purposeful way.16
A. Gear 1: Motivating Learning (Course Value, Expectation for Success, and Personal Support)
“There are three things to remember about education. The first one is motivation. The second one is
motivation. The third one is motivation.” –Terrell H. Bell17 (former U.S. Secretary of Education)
Motivation has been characterized as the personal investment of his or her energy, knowledge, skills, and
intelligence made by a student in order to achieve a certain state or outcome.18 The importance of motivation,
in the context of learning, applies equally to both the achievement of the immediate educational goals and as
an outcome itself that results in a long-term commitment to the process of learning.19 However, there will
often be a mismatch in motivations in those circumstances in which the professor seeks to instill a generalized
interest in pursuing learning for its own sake, and the students merely wish to survive a required course in
business law in order to obtain a university business degree.20 Nonetheless, people are motivated to behave as
needed to attain goals that have a high relative value to them, and such values can be established in a number
of ways.21 Properly understood and managed, the business law professor can draw on a number of
ascertainable values to assist students to find the motivation to achieve both objectives.
While a number of additional terms have been used in the interest development literature to
categorize values that contribute to motivation,22 this analysis will focus upon the categories discussed by

14

See supra note 10.

15

See Appendix.

16
Our first faculty learning community, see http://www.csun.edu/undergraduate-studies/cielo/five-gears (last visited Mar. 26, 2017), observed that
using the Five Gears to plan a course’s arc, as well as to teach a course’s arc, helped to maintain a learning environment that is student-centered.
17

Carole A. Ames, Motivation: What Teachers Need to Know, 91 TCHRS. C. REC. 409, 409 (1990).

18
Martin L. Maehr & Heather A. Meyer, Understanding Motivation and Schooling: Where We’ve Been, Where We Are, and Where We Need to
Go, 9 EDUC. PSYCHOL. REV. 371, 373 (1997).
19

Ames, supra note 17, at 410.

20

See, e.g., Carol S. Dweck & Ellen L. Leggett, A Social-Cognitive Approach to Motivation and Personality, 95 PSYCHOL. REV. 256 (1988).

21

See Allan Wigfield & Jacquelynne S. Eccles, The Development of Achievement Task Values: A Theoretical Analysis, 12 DEV. REV. 265 (1992).

22

Suzanne Hidi & K. Ann Renninger, The Four-Phase Model of Interest Development, 41 EDUC. PSYCHOL. 111, 113 (2006).
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Wigfield & Eccles23 and Ambrose et al.24: attainment value (satisfaction gained from mastery of a subject or
accomplishment of a goal); intrinsic value (satisfaction gained from simply doing the task rather than any
particular outcome); and instrumental value (the degree to which mastering a subject or accomplishing a goal
leads to the accomplishment of other extrinsic goals). Teaching course content that includes torts, contracts,
entertainment law, marketing, intellectual property, and employment law offers professors the opportunity to
directly tie the performance of university students in their business law classes to their future expectancies as
entrepreneurs, executives, or merely as citizens in a complex world. While it may not seem obvious at the time
that there is intrinsic value or attainment value in high performance in these classes, a task that initially holds
only instrumental value to a student can come to have these other values as part of that student’s success.25
1.) Course Value
Students may not be pre-programmed with their own deep hunger or motivation for learning when they walk
into the classroom. As instructors, we may have yearned for learning when we were in their shoes, but we may
have been the exception, not the rule.26 As instructors, we may need to reach out and help students explore
their excitement about their education. The first gear, Motivating Learning, suggests that we incorporate
course value, expectation for success, and personal support into our course design.27 Alongside that simple
frame, Ambrose, et al., supports this thoroughly in How Learning Works, when the authors state that, “[i]n the
context of learning, motivation influences the direction, intensity, persistence, and quality of the learning
behaviors in which students engage.”28
For some students, their intrinsic motivation is passing the course to move on to a more personally
important or relevant goal. Often students are taking general education29 or prerequisite courses that may not
hold direct interest for them, or they might even be completing a handful of credits in order to graduate. Invite
students to state why they are in the class and to admit that they do not really want to be there. Once the
secret is out, we can work on changing their minds.
When teaching an introductory business law course, often one of the topics is contracts. To begin
demonstrating the value of the course to the students, one might ask “What contracts might you have already
signed in your life? Or even this semester?”30 Students might mention the contract they signed when enrolling
at the university. Once the conversation is opened, the discussion can be further fostered by listing different
types of contracts on the white board, or, to begin incorporating technology, try using Padlet.31 Padlet appears
as a bulletin board. The instructor can post a question, such as “What contracts can you think of that you have
entered into or may enter into some day?” The students can then post, from their laptops or mobile devices, on
that bulletin board.32 It is the tech tool version of having students walk to the front of the room and write on
23

Wigfield & Eccles, supra note 21, at 280.

24

AMBROSE ET AL., supra note 11, at 74.

25

Hidi, supra note 22, at 122.

26

Elizabeth A. Cameron & Marisa Anne Pagnattaro, Beyond Millennials: Engaging Generation Z in Business Law Classes, 34 J. LEGAL STUD.
EDUC. No. 2, 317 (2017) (writing that “[S]tudents today are not the same as when most professors were undergraduate students.”).
27

See supra note 10.

28

AMBROSE ET AL., supra note 11, at 68-69.

29
The debate for and against general education courses has been fought for decades and will likely continue indefinitely. See General Education,
http://www.csulb.edu/student-records/general-education-requirements (last visited Feb. 25, 2017); Aims of General Education,
http://gened.wsu.edu/overview/atWSU/ (last visited Feb. 25, 2017); Catherine Seraphin, General Education Requirements: What’s the Point?
available at http: https://www.collegexpress.com/articles-and-advice/majors-and-academics/articles/college-academics/general-educationrequirements-whats-point/ (last visited Feb. 25, 2017) and http://www.csulb.edu/student-records/general-education-requirements (last visited Aug.
3, 2018) (“EMPLOYERS will expect you to solve problems and make good decisions using complex information, to act ethically, to contribute to
a team of diverse people, and to communicate your ideas effectively in writing and in speech.”).
30

This also ties into the third gear, Connecting Prior Knowledge. See below.

31

See PADLET, https://padlet.com (last visited Feb. 25, 2017), a free collaboration software available on multiple platforms.

32

See PADLET, https://padlet.com/tr_wright/contractsandpay2 (last visited Feb. 25, 2017).
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the whiteboard. What’s more, by using Padlet, students have the comfort and anonymity of posting from their
seats, and they can use a pseudonym if they choose. This encourages their participation in the class but
removes the fear of public speaking and the risk that an answer might be off track. It also gives the instructor
the chance to save the class-created Padlet and post it on the learning management system (“LMS”)33 for later
review by the students, unlike the whiteboard that would be erased at the end of class. But most importantly,
it is demonstrating the value of the course, which helps to motivate the students to learn.
2.) Expectations for Success
Students often come to business law classes intimidated by the material, and concerned that they will not be
successful; therefore, it is important that instructors share our expectations for our students’ success, and find
ways to help them adjust their own expectations for success. While optimistic expectations for outcomes are
insufficient on their own to motivate behavior, the belief that one is actually capable of performing successfully
is essential. Not only must a student have the desire to succeed, the student must also know that he or she can
succeed.34 This concept of self-efficacy determines how people feel, think, motivate themselves and behave,
and produces important results in every aspect of student learning.35 This can be aided by providing early
success experiences, and then gradually increasing assignment complexity throughout the semester. In a
Contracts course, for example, an instructor might generally discuss each element of offer, acceptance, and
consideration in detail, building toward the larger discussion of breach of contract. Using scaffolding,36 we can
support the students as they learn each element of an offer and how to apply them to the facts of the case. Once
they have mastered the concept of offer, they can move on to acceptance, and so forth.
Gamification is another strategy to set expectations for success.37 According to The Education Arcade
at MIT, “Game players regularly exhibit persistence, risk-taking, attention to detail, and problem-solving, all
behaviors that ideally would be regularly demonstrated in school.”38 One fun online tool for creating games in
order to support the development of these skills is called Kahoot!39 Kahoot! is a timed, multiple-choice game
that can be played in class, on any platform, at no charge.40 Some professors like to use Kahoot! in the first five
minutes of class, especially during their effort to review what they did the day before. Instructors can create
their own games, or there are many games publicly available to either play or from which to draw inspiration
for new games.41 Students use any mobile device to answer.42 There is a time limit and it often gets very
competitive. Just like Padlet, students play from the comfort of their seats and can use pseudonyms instead of
their real names if they like. This supports their success because they know privately that they got some

33
Some of the most common learning management systems are Blackboard (http://www.blackboard.com), Brightspace by D2L
(https://www.d2l.com/products/#the_1_lms), Canvas (https://www.canvaslms.com), and Moodle (https://moodle.org), (each last visited Sep. 17,
2017).
34

See ALBERT BANDURA, SELF-EFFICACY: THE EXERCISE OF CONTROL (1997).

35

Albert Bandura, Self-Efficacy, 4 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MENTAL HEALTH 71, 72 (1994).

36
IRISCENTER, https://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/sca/cresource/q1/p01/ (last visited Feb 25, 2017). (“Instructional scaffolding is a process
through which a teacher adds supports for students in order to enhance learning and aid in the mastery of tasks. The teacher does this by
systematically building on students’ experiences and knowledge as they are learning new skills. Just like the scaffold in the picture to the left, these
supports are temporary and adjustable. As students master the assigned tasks, the supports are gradually removed.”)
37
See https://www.knewton.com/ infographics/gamification-education/ (last visited Feb. 25, 2017). (“The use of game design elements in nongame contexts.”) http://osric.com/bingo-card-generator/ (last visited Aug. 5, 2018) (for Bingo cards) or JEOPARDYLABS, https://jeopardylabs.com
(last visited Aug. 5, 2018) (for creating Jeopardy games).
38

See KNEWTON, https://www.knewton.com/ infographics/gamification-education/ (last visited Feb. 25, 2017).

39

See KAHOOT!, https://kahoot.com (last visited Aug. 5, 2018).

40

Id.

41

See KAHOOT!, https://create.kahoot.it/#discover (last visited Mar. 26, 2017) (to find Kahoots that have already been created).

42

Supra note 39.
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answers right, but no one else knows if they missed an answer. Additionally, after each question, a leaderboard
is available to see not only who answered correctly, but also do so quickly. This adds to the fun in class, as
everyone tries to figure out who “Tiger” or “Superman” might be, and it is up to Tiger to decide whether to
announce himself or herself at the end of the game.
3.) Personal Support
Another key to motivation is personal support. Students look for support from professors as well as from
fellow students. In elementary school, there are many opportunities for students in class to get to know each
other, but in college, it is far more challenging, particularly at commuter schools. Often, students take morning
classes after having dropped off siblings or relatives at school or work. What’s more, after said morning
classes, students will be headed to work. When commuting to and from college, the idea of spending even
more time at school without “needing” to lacks appeal.
If students have a personal connection with their classmates, it will help them to gain the confidence
that they can succeed in the course. It is comforting to know that others have the same questions. Also, we
often learn from teaching,43 so working with classmates to answer questions together or review study guides
provides personal support and builds confidence.44 Padlet and Kahoot! will help facilitate this by streamlining
an easy way to develop classroom camaraderie. Perhaps you may also want to use a discussion board. This is a
virtual way to help students to engage with each other and benefit from peer support. Most LMS platforms
offer a discussion board tool.45
B. Gear 2: Organizing Knowledge (Explicit Structures)
It should not be a controversial statement to assert that our role as business law professors is to help our
students create a framework for understanding and solving problems rather than merely memorizing random
facts. While some memorization is certainly indispensable, such as the elements of negligence or other torts as
well as the technical requirements for contract formation, the higher goal is to help them to discern patterns,
understand risks, and grasp (and articulate) the arguments of opposing parties. In assessing what students
know, the National Research Council asked what the preferred result might be to the question, “What was the
date of the battle of the Spanish Armada?”46 Would it be a better educational outcome for a student to offer a
memorized response of 1588, or would it be better if a student reasoned an estimate of 1590 based upon the
student’s general knowledge that the English settled Virginia just after 1600, which must have happened a few
years after the navigation routes cleared following the battle?47 The way in which students organize their
knowledge largely determines how they learn and apply new ideas and facts.48
Every business law professor has written an exam question based upon the slightly changed facts of a
case that has been studied, briefed, and later discussed in class only to read a number of bluebooks that bear
43

See Noreen M. Webb, Jonathan D. Tropper, and Randy Fall, Constructive Activity and Learning in Collaborative Small Groups, 87 J. EDUC.
PSYCHOL. 406 (1995). (“Students can benefit from both giving help to and receiving help from their peers. The process of giving explanations
may encourage explainers to clarify or reorganize material in new ways, recognize and fill in gaps in understanding, recognize and resolve
inconsistencies, develop new perspectives, and construct more elaborate conceptualizations than they would when learning material by
themselves.”).
44
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http://www.aacsb.edu/-/media/aacsb/docs/accreditation/standards/business-2017-update.ashx?la=en (last visited Sep. 17, 2017).
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See Canvas Discussions, https://guides.instructure.com/m/4152/l/40312-what-are-discussions-for-instructors (last visited Feb. 25, 2017),
Blackboard Discussion Board, https://bbhelp.cit.cornell.edu/discussion-boards/ (last visited Feb. 25, 2017), and Moodle Forum,
https://docs.moodle.org/24/en/Forum_module (last visited Feb. 25, 2017).
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Academies Press, (James W. Pellegrino, Naomi Chudowsky & Robert Glaser, eds., 2001).
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AMBROSE ET AL., supra note 11, at 43; See generally LINDA DARLING-HAMMOND ET AL., POWERFUL LEARNING: WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT
TEACHING FOR UNDERSTANDING 4 (Jossey-Bass, 1st ed. 2008) (writing that“[s]tudents need to organize and use knowledge conceptually if they are
to apply it beyond the classroom.”).
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no resemblance to the issue and rules that should have appeared. This is a problem of knowledge organization.
Presumably, students have had to organize and prioritize knowledge in order to succeed in high school and
reach the university. This is often as simple as a to-do list for homework assignments, but may be as
complicated as managing an entire household.
As instructors, we can assist them by organizing the knowledge that we present, in explicit structures,
and keeping a learner-centered focus, from the organization of the syllabus to the progression of our course
content. How long is your syllabus? Is it full of university, college, and department policies? Is it several pages,
and difficult to wade through? Consider developing a learner-centered syllabus.49 Often a new format is a good
place to start. Instead of pages and pages of text, try using a newsletter template.50 These are readily available
in Microsoft Word®. These templates make it easy to group the required information, such as university
policies, toward the end, and group information that the students need on a daily basis in a block along the side
so that it is easily accessible. If an instructor wants to take it a step further and incorporate technology, include
live links to the LMS. In other words, the syllabus may be printed out as a hard copy, but the instructor would
likely post it on the LMS, as well. So, for example, if an electronic version of the textbook51 is used, when
providing the information about the publisher’s website, it should be in the form of a hyperlink.52 That makes
it easy for the students to click on the link and go straight to the order page for the text. Another example is
when posting that a brief is due through Turnitin on a specific date, insert a hyperlink to the submission page
in the LMS. These are small ways that can help students succeed in the course by making their navigation
user-friendly.
With respect to course content, an instructor might consider using a concept map or other visual
guide to organize the material to aid their understanding. Millennial learners tend to be visual learners, so
offering a visual representation of the material may help to achieve student learning objectives.53 There are
many tools for creating such concept maps,54 and if that prospect proves to be intimidating, there are many
already available online; however, one must check that the author has consented to the intended use.55 Or, the
students may be instructed to create concept maps, an exercise that has “been proven to be particularly helpful
in the learning process as they engage students’ higher order thinking skills, help them to make connections to
the material (schema), and keep them actively engaged in the process.”56
In addition to modeling organized knowledge, an instructor may consider assisting the students with
organizing their notes. It might be pointed out that a disorganized pile of notes will only hinder their ability to
clearly see where the information they have just heard should go, whether a physical binder, or the mental
filing cabinet. Students may also benefit from online study tools, such as apps for flashcards57 and quizzing.58
49
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Sep. 1, 2017). See also https://www.powtoon.com (animations to organize and explain content) (last visited Apr. 2, 2017).
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To link back to personal support in the Motivating Learning gear, setting up a discussion forum on the LMS is
useful so that students can post suggestions to each other on how to organize content that has been covered in
class or which app they like best for creating flashcards.
The LMS is often the key to organizing the course, allowing the instructor to record everything within
it, including student attendance, grades, and the student’s engagement with the LMS. It is also transparent to
the students, providing an organized, ongoing record of their grade in the course. When used efficiently, the
LMS reduces much of the administrative drudgery, allowing more time for the instructor to support student
success.
C. Gear 3: Connecting Prior Knowledge (Classroom Learning, Life Experiences)
It is widely accepted among researchers that, in order to learn, we generally must process new knowledge
through the lens of previous knowledge and beliefs.59 Studies have shown that the ability for students to
connect their prior knowledge to their presently acquired knowledge is a key factor with assisting their ability
to learn and retain information.60 The skill associated with this gear ensures that the student will anchor the
new information to some other fact or piece of knowledge they already know. As such, the new information
becomes steadier and more solidly accessible in the memory much sooner.
Business law is full of complex topics for which students rarely have legal reference or understanding.
In order to teach these concepts or skills as they relate to the judicial system, we can first try to connect with
the students’ prior classroom learning and personal life experiences, and build on those events. When
discussing how to make linear arguments that logically flow from one step to the next, an instructor might
remind students of their experience in a math class, when they had to show their work in each step of solving
an equation. Or, in order for to explain the concept of a precedent, and how each student has experienced this
in their own lives, consider a hypothetical that the students may have either personally encountered, or
witnessed someone else encounter. For example, “When your brother turned 16, and his curfew went to
midnight, what do you think was going to happen to your curfew when you turned 16?” These discussions are
lively, with the students offering other examples of family rule precedents, and then quickly make the leap to
legal precedents. Involving the personal references first before bringing in the additional layer of legal
interpretation, ensures better understanding and retention of what students are learning.61 It also sets up
their expectation for success (linking back to the first gear), believing they can manage the material, and
therefore motivating them to move forward in the course. They will feel more confident to take bigger risks in
the classroom and will tackle bigger, more substantively sophisticated concepts, with less resistance.
As an additional resource, and reinforcement of the classroom discussion, one might consider creating
a glossary in the LMS. For example, first define precedent using the curfew example, then include a link to a
YouTube video that provides a legal definition or discussion of precedent.62
Sometimes the edited cases taught in business law touch on a topic, without sufficient details for the
students to fully grasp the concept. For example, in CBS Corp. v FCC, 535 F.3d 167 (2008), the FCC tried to
argue that Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake were employees of CBS, and therefore CBS was liable to the
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FCC for a penalty assessed because of its employee’s “wardrobe malfunction.”63 The court quoted from
Community for Creative Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 U.S. 730 (1989), explaining the test for determining whether
an agent is an employee or independent contractor.64 However, students often miss the reference, or are not
able to articulate and explain all of the Reid factors and how they weigh in favor or against the qualification as
an employee. Using PowToon65 to create an animated video listing and explaining the Reid factors, posting it
on YouTube, and then linking it to the LMS, synthesizes that concept for the students.66 Today’s millennial
students are more responsive to the material if there is an accompanying video rather than text alone.67
D. Gear 4: Practice and Feedback (Goal-directed Practice, Targeted Feedback)
One may find that some of the gears come more naturally than others. Practice and feedback can be a challenge
because class time is so limited, it is difficult to provide in-class time for practice, and feedback is perceived by
some instructors only as grading, which can be overwhelming.68 But feedback is not just about grading, and it
is very important to student success, both in the classroom and in the workplace.69 Giving the students the
opportunity to practice writing briefs, with peer support as well as instructor support and targeted feedback
can lead to improved performance.
Much like learning to play an instrument, or developing the eye-hand coordination necessary for
certain sports, the skills the students are longing to develop can be slow to take root. Connecting with their
prior knowledge (Gear 3) of learning to play a sport or an instrument, students understand that they will
perform as they rehearse. In the context of a business law course, that means that they need to practice the
brief writing and arguing skills we are learning, with the struggles that brings, much in the same way a new
piano player would struggle through a new piece while practicing for a lesson. Just like a pianist would not
perform a recital without practicing first, students are ill-advised to take an exam without having practiced
briefing cases. This practice and feedback will lead to the fifth gear of mastery.
It is only natural to hope that all students are sufficiently motivated (Gear 1) to practice on their own,
but that generally will not be the case.70 As instructors, we help them by assigning them homework to guide
their practice, and in business law, that practice would be briefing appellate court decisions and hypotheticals.
One can even be specific about the goal of the assignment (e.g., apply the elements of battery), but without
targeted feedback, the practice is not as valuable as it could be. A pianist needs a teacher to guide her to play
slower, softer, or to hold a chord a moment longer. That targeted feedback would be more helpful than “play it
better.” So, too, do business law students need guidance. The Feedback Studio in Turnitin71 is an amazing tool
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for providing such feedback. Students practice writing a brief and submit it online, through the LMS, to
Turnitin. First, Turnitin will provide an originality report showing how much of the student’s work is copied
from other sources. Often this is not intentional plagiarism, but rather a student not understanding that the
textbook should not be copied, and that putting the material in her own words will actually help her to both
understand and retain it.72 Then, an instructor can fairly quickly mark up the brief, providing targeted
feedback, using a wide variety of tools available in the Feedback Studio. One week, perhaps the feedback will
focus primarily on stating the issue. Common comments such as “what is the claim” can be saved as comments
that can be used over and over with multiple students. These saved comments make the feedback process go
more quickly for the instructor. In addition, there is an audio option in the Feedback Studio. The instructor
could record “You’re on the right track! Please just remember to clearly state the claim, such as battery, rather
than saying ‘hitting Tom’s nose.’” Recorded comments are easy for the instructor to make, and they not only
serve the purpose of providing feedback, but they are an additional way to connect with the student and
provide support (Gear 1). Audio comments seem more personal, and can relay a positive encouraging tone
that often a typed comment does not convey as effectively. Another time-saving feature of this tool is that the
points assigned, if any, are automatically sent to the grade center, saving the professor data input time.
Another way to offer feedback is by taking class time to allow the students to work together to revise
and improve their briefs. They can break into groups, read each other’s briefs, and offer feedback, which can
be very effective.73 This also connects back to the first gear of providing personal support. Breaking into
groups can work in any size class. Even if it is a lecture hall, students can exchange with a neighbor and
provide feedback. Instructors can provide overall feedback to the class to help guide the peer feedback. For
example, the instructor might write on the board to remember that the issue must contain both parties’ names
as well as the claim. Each peer can then check that his partner or groupmate has satisfied this requirement.
This type of directed feedback, focusing on specific requirements will also be more helpful rather than a more
generic “you should write more” from which a student may not benefit. In a hybrid or online course, tools
within the LMS can support this same peer review technique. For example, in Canvas, a peer-review
assignment could be created, and the instructor can either manually divide the class into groups, or let Canvas
randomly set the groups.74 Moodle has a Workshop activity that lets the students engage in the peer review
process.75
E. Gear 5: Mastery (Deep Engagement, Reflection, and Self-direction)
With support from the first four gears, students should now be able to be deeply engaged in the material, and
have developed skills to reflect on their own knowledge, using that to direct themselves toward further
achievement, both in the classroom and beyond.76
Also, within the Mastery Gear, it is important for students to reflect upon their participation in the
course activities. One very useful tool is the exam wrapper, which is an exercise where instructors go further
than just delivering a grade post-exam. Of course, it is important to pass back the exam to the students so that
they can see their grade and read any comments their instructor has made on the exam, or on the rubric. But
the next step, the exam wrapper,77 is time in class dedicated to reflecting on the exam and the student’s
preparation for the exam.
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When discussing the exam and the expected answers, include techniques that would have helped the
student to reach that answer. For example, in a torts exam where the students must use the IRAC78 model to
respond to the prompt, the key to success in that response is the student’s ability to apply the facts to the rules.
Often, students will have submitted a correct, but incomplete response, perhaps because they did not discuss
all of the facts. An effective tool is to teach them how to do so, and to use an exam wrapper as the vehicle. For
example, in class, reread the exam together, then ask the students to make a list of all of the facts in the case.
Generally, torts hypotheticals are full of facts, so there may be a list of 15 facts. Once the list is complete, ask
the students to go through their exam response and circle each of the facts that have been listed. Often, the
students find that they have only included maybe 10 of those 15 facts. Next go through each fact and identify
how it could have been used by one or both of the parties to bolster their argument. The students then have a
concrete example of how they can improve their performance on the next exam, and a simple technique for
doing so.
To guide the students’ reflections on their performance both in the course and on the exam, consider
the following types of questions:
Preparation
What did you do to prepare for the exam?
Did you prepare each day after class or cram at the last minute?
Did you make a study guide or flashcards?
Performance
Did you perform as you expected?
Did you study the right things?
What types of errors did you make?
What was the thrust of your instructor’s feedback?
Plan
What did you do well that you should repeat?
How would you change your preparation?
How can you incorporate your instructor’s feedback?
Instructors may pose questions in class, but public answers should not be expected, as the exam wrapper is a
time for each student to reflect privately. This can be structured as an in-class writing assignment, or a
questionnaire tool in an LMS could be used.79 Once the students have reflected, a meeting with the professor
during office hours could be valuable to reinforce what the student has learned or to help him develop a plan
for improvement on the next exam. One might consider offering virtual office hours for such a meeting.80
Similar to Skype or FaceTime, Zoom is an effective application that avoids using a personal phone contact and
works well for virtual office hours.81 It allows the student to call the instructor from the comfort of the
student’s home, and at a time that is convenient for both parties. It is still a face-to-face meeting because the
student and professor can see each other, but does not have the intimidation that some students feel when
visiting a professor’s office. The tool can be used for private or group conversations, and can be recorded with
the permission of the parties involved. This option can help to reduce student stress, and the quality of their
questions and level of engagement is likely to be elevated. What’s more, the sense of personal support, which
ties back into the first gear of motivating learning, grows quickly, which can be linked to a student achieving
mastery within a shorter period of time.
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Not only is this a time for student reflection, but it is a time for the instructor to reflect on how the
students’ course experience could improve. During an exam, it is not uncommon to see students rubbing out
their hand cramps. Considerable time is often spent by instructors deciphering the roadmap of an examination
book where the student stopped and started, and redirected his essay several times, drawing arrows to try to
direct the reader. One might consider having the exams typed. Some instructors or schools may be concerned
that all students do not have laptops, or that students would too easily be able to cheat during the exam.
However, this can be solved by giving the exam in a campus computer lab with the help of a LockDown Browser
from Respondus82 installed on the computers in the campus computer lab.83 An exam can be created using the
LMS. For example, in Canvas, instructors can create a graded quiz with essay questions, and click the option
for “requires LockDown Browser.” On the day of the exam, the students log onto Canvas and proceed to take
the exam. LockDown Browser prohibits them from leaving the exam to view anything else either posted on
Canvas or elsewhere on the internet. LockDown Browser also allows further security by requiring access codes
or listing authorized IP addresses. After giving exams in that way the first time, the author emailed a survey to
the students to get their feedback on the typed exam experience.84 The results were overwhelmingly
positive!85 In addition to two multiple choice questions, there was one open question for comments. Student
comments included:
“Typing makes it easier to put down and organize thoughts. In turn, this allows for a more
efficient display of competence in the subject.” (Student A personal communication, May 11,
2017).
“I liked typing the exam because I was able to delete things add things between sentences or
rules. I think it’s much more organized and easier to read too.” (Student B personal
communication, May 11, 2017).
“It helped because I was able to first type out all the rules for both questions and then move
my entire focus to the applications. It was definitely neater and convenient to be able to cut
and paste things when I felt they needed to be reordered to flow.” (Student C personal
communication, May 10, 2017).
“It was a great experience, because you see it all so clear. I feel the exams will be easier to
grade and students will be better organized.” (Student D personal communication, May 9,
2017).
An additional step is to add a rubric to the exam in the LMS so that students can see not only the points
received, but can hear or read instructor comments. It benefits the students because they have the benefit of
the comments even if they are not in class on the day that the exam is returned, and they can refer to those
comments as they prepare for the next exam.
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III. Conclusion
In short, what we are seeing in academia is the parallel experience that exists outside of the classroom: the
increasing push to more universally embrace technology to improve our lives.86 And, similarly within and
without academia, we are finding that technology itself only has the measured impact insofar as we are able to
rightly match our inefficiency with the best tool. It makes sense to do our grocery shopping online, or to
stream movies when these advancements can justifiably improve our lives. But superfluous technology, just
for the shininess or newness of it, acts as a repellant toward our efficiency. The volume of hours some people
lose trying to learn new gadgets or software will pale in comparison to the hours spent in the original simple
analog activity the technology is trying to replace.
In the same way that we are sensitive to matching the need to the tool in our everyday lives, so, too,
must we be conscientious of this in the classroom. As has been discussed here, there are many available
technological resources available to us that will improve our efficiency as instructors, as well as inspire our
students to reach for more for themselves. What we have also witnessed is the need to find a universally
functional filter so that instructors can design a course, and deliver it to students, while still having the ability
to keep the classroom learner-centered. The Five Gears is that filter, as it offers the instructor the most
thorough, balanced, and simple framework for assessing the overall design of the course. In addition, when
each gear is thoughtfully kept engaged, the instructor can then be more efficient in assisting students to
achieve learning objectives.
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Appendix87
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See supra note 10.
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